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Abstract

Marriage rules, the community prescriptions that dictate who an individual can or cannot marry, are extremely diverse
and universally present in traditional societies. A major focus of research in the early decades of modern anthropology,
marriage rules impose social and economic forces that help structure societies and forge connections between them.
However, in those early anthropological studies, the biological benefits or disadvantages of marriage rules could not be
determined. We revisit this question by applying a novel simulation framework and genome-wide data to explore the
effects of Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, an elaborate set of marriage rules that has been a focus of research for many
anthropologists. Simulations show that strict adherence to these marriage rules reduces genetic diversity on the auto-
somes, X chromosome and mitochondrial DNA, but relaxed compliance produces genetic diversity similar to random
mating. Genome-wide data from the Indonesian community of Rindi, one of the early study populations for Asymmetric
Prescriptive Alliance, are more consistent with relaxed compliance than strict adherence. We therefore suggest that, in
practice, marriage rules are treated with sufficient flexibility to allow social connectivity without significant degradation
of biological diversity.

Key words: mating systems, Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, genetic diversity, Indonesia, Approximate Bayesian
Computation.

Introduction
Human societies are characterized by a myriad of often elab-
orate marriage rules. Describing the diversity of these rules
and their central role in the organization of human commu-
nities was once a major focus of anthropological research
(Mascie-Taylor and Boyce 1988). Following the seminal
works of Van Wouden (1935) and L�evi-Strauss (1949) in
the 1930s and 1940s, studies of marriage systems proliferated
during the 1950s and 1960s (L�evi-Strauss 1965; Gilbert and
Hammel 1966; Jacquard 1967, 1970; MacCluer et al. 1971), but
interest declined as anthropologists recognized that they
lacked the necessary tools to formally test the hypotheses
they had developed. Today, access to large genetic data sets
and fast computer simulation provides a springboard to re-
visit many of these historically unanswered questions.

Marriage rules are universal, yet extraordinarily diverse
(L�evi-Strauss 1949). Although enforcement varies, all commu-
nities, both traditional and westernized, impose at least some
constraints on who individuals can or cannot marry. Many
marriage rules are famously intricate, such as Asymmetric
Prescriptive Alliance (APA), which is characterized by a com-
plex, but clearly defined, intergenerational framework (fig. 1)
(Needham 1964; Beatty 1990; Forth 2009). Men are required
to marry their mother’s brother’s daughter (MBD), and

women move from “wife-giver” to “wife-taker” communities
in what Van Wouden (1935) describes as a “circulating con-
nubium.” Consequently, although women move in one direc-
tion around the network of communities, bride wealth flows
in the opposite direction. Hence marriage to the MBD’s clan
creates asymmetric alliance ties between patrilines. APA is
particularly common in the small islands of eastern
Indonesia (Forth 1990), but found globally, it is unclear why
such intricate marriage rules emerged, almost certainly inde-
pendently, in multiple places at multiple times.

Marriage rules appear to be important for both social and
biological reasons. The connections they create often under-
pin stable long-term trade and support networks
(Winterhalder and Smith 2000; Marlowe 2003; Huber et al.
2011; Henrich et al. 2012), but because marriage is also the
primary institution leading to offspring, marriage rules should
strongly affect patterns of genetic diversity, particularly in
small traditional communities. Research on this question
has been surprisingly limited. Departures from expected ge-
netic patterns have sometimes been attributed to social fac-
tors (Watkins 2004; Chaix et al. 2007; Moorad et al. 2011;
Heyer et al. 2012), such as reduced Y chromosome diversity
under polygyny (Lansing et al. 2008), where few men are
permitted to marry and reproduce, or excessive
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mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) diversity under patrilocality
(Tumonggor et al. 2013), where women preferentially move
between villages. Comparison of X chromosome and autoso-
mal diversity has also revealed other social constructs, such as
sex-specific patterns of postmarital dispersal (S�egurel et al.
2008; Verdu et al. 2013) and sex-biased admixture (Cox
et al. 2010). Theoretical studies are even rarer. The effects of
polygyny (Guillot and Cox 2014) and marriage alliances
around ring communities (Billari et al. 2007) have been mod-
eled. Both studies required special methods, as most marriage
rules cannot be studied using standard population genetic
theory, such as the coalescent, which assumes random
mating, asexual populations, and the crucial trait of exchange-
ability (Kingman 1982). In consequence, the biological effects
of marriage rules remain largely unexplored.

Here, we ask whether marriage rules affect patterns of ge-
netic diversity. We determine whether marriage systems, such
as APA, produce biological benefits or disadvantages; whether
asymmetry is an important biological feature of such marriage
systems; and whether the effects of marriage rules can be
meaningfully detected in real-world genetic data. To address
these questions, we employ new modeling software,
SMARTPOP, which we designed specifically to simulate the
intricate marriage rules observed in human communities
(Guillot and Cox 2014). Finally, we also use genome-wide
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data from Rindi, a
community in eastern Indonesia that practices APA (Forth
1981), to estimate the historic degree of compliance with this
mating system.

Results
The first major question is whether and how marriage rules
affect patterns of genetic diversity. We explored this for APA
by simulating data across a grid of values for �MBD, the prob-
ability that the MBD rule is followed, and �mig, the probability
that a woman migrates according to the wife-giver/wife-taker

scheme. In the anthropological literature, APA typically fol-
lows a classificatory rule that defines all female siblings of the
same generation within a clan as equal (Maybury-Lewis 1965),
thus obliging men to marry a woman from the wife-giving
group, but not specifically their cousin (�MBD ¼ 0;
�mig ¼ 1). However, unlike this more general case, in Rindi
the genealogical cousin is explicitly preferred (Forth 1981).
Our framework, which separates the migration and cousin
marriage aspects of the APA rule system, allows us to repre-
sent the entire gamut of APA-type systems.

Under a strict interpretation of APA (�MBD ¼ 1;
�mig ¼ 1), genetic diversity shows reproducible reductions
in genetic diversity compared with random mating
(�MBD ¼ 0; �mig ¼ 0) (fig. 2). Nonlinear regressions show
that APA influences genetic diversity on the autosomes, X
chromosome and mtDNA, but not the paternally inherited Y
chromosome (table 1). This is expected because the system
modeled here is patrilocal—women move between commu-
nities to marry, whereas men remain in their natal clan (fig. 1).
This holds true whether women follow the APA rules or not.
However, following the MBD rule negatively affects genetic
diversity on the autosomes and X chromosome, and following
the wife-giver/wife-taker migration rule negatively affects di-
versity on the autosomes, X chromosome, and mtDNA. As
shown by the regression coefficients, this loss of genetic di-
versity is driven more by constraints on migration than cousin
mating. We therefore conclude that strong adherence to APA
is detrimental to the maintenance of genetic diversity.

The equivalent symmetric migration scheme (Symmetric
Prescriptive Alliance [SPA]) decreases genetic diversity in a
similar manner to APA across the parameter space. We there-
fore suggest that symmetry versus asymmetry in the move-
ments of women has little biological effect.

The second question is the extent to which marriage rules
can be followed stringently. Within a strict APA system, not
all men can follow the rule to marry their MBD, as an

FIG. 1. Kinship under APA. Each box represents a clan; each row represents a generation. The red clan acts as wife-giver to the black clan, which in turn
acts as wife-giver to the blue clan. Dashed arrows represent marriage alliances with women moving from their natal clan to the community of their
husband.
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FIG. 2. Genetic diversity (��) across a grid of random values for �MBD and �mig under APA for (A,E) autosomes, (B,F) X chromosome, (C,G) Y
chromosome, and (D,H) mtDNA over 50,000 simulations (3,000 individuals, 20 demes). (A)–(D) present fitted values (sheet with black to red color
range for better visualization in 3D) from the GAMs, together with simulated values (dots). (E)–(H) are projections of simulated mean diversity values
across the grid of parameters.
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appropriate individual of the right sex is not always available.
The effects of deviating from the MBD rule have been dis-
cussed previously (Kunstadter et al. 1963; Ackerman 1964;
McFarland 1970; MacCluer et al. 1971; Fredlund 1976;
Mascie-Taylor and Boyce 1988), but not determined objec-
tively due to the unavailability of computer simulation as a
readily accessible tool in the 1950s–1970s. In our simulations,
we can measure the rate at which MBD marriage actually
occurs, as a function of �MBD and �mig (fig. 3). In the extreme
case where rules are followed strictly, on average only 30% of
marriages can be made to a MBD due to the unavailability of
an appropriate partner. As �MBD decreases (x axis), more
individuals marry a random partner rather than following
the rule, leading to lower rates of MBD marriages. When
there is compliance with the migration rule, but not the
cousin alliance rule, MBD marriages still occur at moderate
frequency (~12%) due to the random chance of marrying the
right cousin. However, when the migration rule is not fol-
lowed, women move to a nonprescribed clan, where no ap-
propriate cousin is present for them to marry. Therefore, as
�mig decreases (colored lines), the actual rate of MBD mar-
riage decreases rapidly as well.

The third question is whether the effects of marriage rules
can be inferred in practice. We applied Approximate Bayesian
Computation (ABC) to genome-wide data from Rindi, a pop-
ulation on the eastern Indonesian island of Sumba in which
APA has been well studied. Figure 4 shows posterior distribu-
tions for N, �MBD, and �mig. The population size is estimated
at nearly 7,000 individuals (mode¼ 6,608, 95% credible region
5,086–10,630). We estimate that the migration rule is fol-
lowed in just over half of cases (mode¼ 0:59, 95% credible
region 0:02�0:93). The mating parameter also shows
moderate compliance with the rule (mode¼ 0:56), but
again has a wide 95% credible region (0:03�0:98). Despite
considerable uncertainty in these values, the modes of
the posterior densities suggest that the Rindi community
has not followed either of the extreme cases—strict APA
or random mating. In practice, therefore, this community
would fall near the center of the graphs in figure 2, where
genetic diversity does not differ markedly from random
mating.

Cross-validation reveals the accuracy of parameter infer-
ence by testing simulated cases with known values (see sup-
plementary material, Supplementary Material online, for
details). Population size (Epred¼ 0.94) and the migration pa-
rameter (Epred¼ 1.24) show moderate linear relationships

between estimated and real values, indicating that the infer-
ence procedure has reasonable statistical power to infer these
parameters. Less power is available to infer the mating pa-
rameter (Epred¼ 1.53).

Finally, using simulated data sets, we asked how genomic
sequence data, without the ascertainment bias of SNP geno-
typing chips, would improve statistical inference. Although
predictions for population size (Epred¼ 0.54) are improved,
values for the migration (Epred¼ 0.94) and mating parameters
(Epred ¼ 1:51) suggest that it will always prove challenging to
infer mating systems from genomic data, even when they are
unbiased. Larger sample sizes and targeted clan sampling de-
signs may help ameliorate these issues.

Discussion
Marriage rules are a ubiquitous feature of all traditional soci-
eties. From early in the twentieth century, an extensive body
of anthropological literature has attempted to determine
their purpose. Although little consensus was reached on
the details, anthropologists developed a broadly held view
that marriage rules help structure connections within and
between communities, and that they therefore play a funda-
mental role in social cohesion. However, any social rules that
affect marriage also have a direct impact on offspring, and
hence, the genetics of communities. In small communities,
which were the only type that existed throughout most of
human history, genetic diversity is easily lost through genetic
drift, which in turn can lead to reduced individual fitness,
lower reproductive success, increased levels of genetic disor-
ders, and ultimately, community extinction (Ober et al. 1999;
Winata et al. 1995).

Before this study, it was not known whether marriage rules
help or hinder the maintenance of genetic diversity. We are

Table 1. Local GAM to Fit Mean Pairwise Diversity hp as a Function
of pMBD and pmig.

Genomic Region R2 P(pMBDÞ P(pmigÞ

Autosomes 0.43 0 0

X chromosome 0.35 0 0

Y chromosome 7.0�10�5 0.10 0.24

mtDNA 0.091 0.35 0

NOTE.—Significant values for the correlation with �MBD and �mig are shown in italics
(50,000 simulations).
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FIG. 3. Actual rate of MBD marriage observed in simulations as a func-
tion of �MBD (x axis) and �mig (color scale) (25,000 observations during
50 simulations for each data point). The dashed line represents the rate
of MBD marriage observed by Forth (1981) in Rindi (10%); the observed
migration rate to the prescribed clan is 26%.
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able to address this question through two recent advances.
First, the availability of new simulation tools that can simul-
taneously model marriage rules and population genetics.
Most population genetic methods do not explicitly model
two sexes (men and women), let alone specific marriage
rules. New computer programs, such as SMARTPOP
(Guillot and Cox 2014), now make extensive modeling of
social rules and population genetics possible. Second, mar-
riage rules act at very small scales: Either within communities
or across a small cluster of communities. Community-level
sampling (as opposed to regional collections from schools or
medical clinics) is now starting to become more common.

We apply these advances to address the role of APA in
mediating patterns of genetic variation in Rindi, the well-
studied APA community on Sumba, a small island in eastern
Indonesia. APA describes a specific form of cousin marriage,
which also implies a regular intergenerational movement of
women between clans. Our theoretical simulations show that
APA reduces genetic diversity, but only when it is followed
strictly. In particular, the migration component of the APA
rules elicits a dramatic decline in diversity if followed by more
than 80% of women. More variable compliance with the mar-
riage rules leads to genetic diversity that does not differ mark-
edly from random mating.

Here, we make the necessary simplification that the alli-
ance model has been relatively stable through time. Although
these simulations assume adherence to APA during the
recent past, other scenarios are of course possible. For in-
stance, a recent shift to APA would weaken the effect of
the rules on genetic diversity. Occasional reassortment of
clans, a process known as fusion–fission (Smouse et al.
1981; Chaix et al. 2007), could also variously increase or de-
crease genetic diversity among the groups. As genomic data
sets improve, it should become feasible to model such com-
plex social dynamics. The simpler scenario modeled here pro-
vides an obligatory first step.

The two parameters that underpin APA, the MBD rule and
wife-giver/wife-taker migration, together with the population
size, were inferred for Rindi from genome-wide SNP chip data.

The results show that the size of the Rindi population is large,
which is consistent with female immigration due to patrilocal
postmarriage residence patterns (Guillot et al. 2013). Patterns
of genetic diversity in Rindi seem most consistent with inter-
mediate values of �MBD and �mig, thus arguing against
random mating or a strict adoption of the APA rules.

Forth (1981) undertook a detailed ethnographic study of
Rindi in the 1970s. He observed the actual proportion of MBD
marriages (10%), as well as the proportion of marriages to the
prescribed clan (26%). There is no simple relationship be-
tween the modeled parameters and the observed rate of
cousin marriage, as an appropriate spouse may not be avail-
able even if the rules are followed strictly by the community.
Using the simulated relationships in figure 3, we deduce that
Forth’s observed rates imply a theoretical compliance with
the MBD rule of approximately 90% for those individuals who
do marry into the prescribed clan. Our overall estimates of
�MBD and �mig from the genomic data, 56% and 59%, respec-
tively, differ from those Forth observed. However, we note
that our values represent long-term averages, perhaps sug-
gesting that adherence to the APA rules once varied from
Forth’s observations in the late twentieth century. Our esti-
mates are most consistent with only moderate long-term
compliance with the migration and marriage rules, which in
turn would help the community to maintain genetic diversity.

Marriage rules are therefore perhaps best viewed as con-
venient ideologies: Revered more in theory than in practice.
Nevertheless, these results show that marriage rules have im-
portant biological outcomes for communities, and that strict
adherence can be biologically disadvantageous. We argue that
the flexibility with which marriage rules are implemented in
practice is therefore not so much a problem as the key point.
Although small human communities almost certainly do not
think in genetic terms, there are both social and biological
reasons to overlook violations of marriage rules. The moder-
ate observance rate in Rindi suggests relatively weak enforce-
ment of marriage rules in this community. Elsewhere, strict
compliance can be driven by strong sanctions against trans-
gressors, often mediated through belief systems, and not

FIG. 4. ABC for Rindi, a population practicing APA on Sumba in eastern Indonesia. Posterior distributions are shown for N, �MBD, and �mig.
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uncommonly leading to the ultimate sanction, death (Lansing
2006).

This study shows how modern computer simulations can
provide new insight into old anthropological questions. The
stochastic behavior of individuals, such as instances where the
required spouse is unavailable or a different spouse is chosen
for an alternative social reason, appears to be a dominant
feature of traditional marriage systems. The effects of deviat-
ing from a strict interpretation of marriage rules can now be
modeled, as can other community choices, such as symmetric
versus asymmetric migration. The addition of a genetic ele-
ment to these models further allows exploration of the effects
of marriage systems on biological diversity. Symmetric migra-
tion between communities in an SPA setting produces much
the same biological outcome as APA. Hence, the preference
for APA over SPA in eastern Indonesia (Forth 1990) may be
better explained by socioeconomic factors, such as the long-
term stability of asymmetric wife-giver/wife-taker exchange,
which creates enduring networks of relationships between
patrilocal kin groups (Van Wouden 1935; L�evi-Strauss 1965).

The addition of a statistical inference framework to our
theoretical work allows us to estimate the long-term biolog-
ical effects of marriage rules on specific communities such as
Rindi. Although the statistical power of the analyses pre-
sented here is relatively low, this partly reflects the need for
summary statistics that are able to circumvent a small sample
size and the ascertainment bias found in current genotyping
chips. Unbiased data from whole-genome sequencing will
become increasingly common in coming years and the ap-
proach presented here is ready to take full advantage of these
new data. However, power analyses show that reconstructing
mating systems from any sort of genetic data will always be a
challenging undertaking.

We do, however, show that genetic evidence has the po-
tential to reconstruct aspects of the social systems by which
communities historically lived. Marriage rules are ubiquitous,
but we suggest that it is unlikely they were followed strictly.
The majority of these violations probably had prosaic local
causes. In many cases, the individual required by the marriage
rule may not have been available to marry. Alternately, re-
duced genetic diversity in small communities quickly leads to
the accumulation of genetic disorders. Although communi-
ties presumably had little understanding of genetic inheri-
tance, they may have linked social behaviors, such as
adherence to marriage rules, to unfavorable biological out-
comes. Certainly, reduced genetic diversity under a strict in-
terpretation of the APA marriage rules suggests that there
was little biological incentive for communities to enforce mar-
riage rules strongly, at least for long periods of time. Whether
this holds true across the wide gamut of marriage rules re-
corded globally by anthropologists is now a question that can
feasibly be revisited.

Materials and Methods

Ethics

Biological samples were collected by J.S.L., H.S., and a team
from the Eijkman Institute for Molecular Biology, with the

assistance of Indonesian Public Health clinic staff, following
protocols for the protection of human subjects established by
both the Eijkman Institute and the University of Arizona in-
stitutional review boards. Permission to conduct research in
Indonesia was granted by the State Ministry of Research and
Technology.

Sampling and Genetic Screening

Genetic markers were screened in 28 consenting, closely
unrelated and apparently healthy individuals from Rindi, a
community on the eastern Indonesian island of Sumba.
Apart from excluding immediate relatives, individuals were
approached randomly during the course of a medical visit.
Participant interviews confirmed ethnic, linguistic, and geo-
graphic affiliations with Rindi for at least two generations into
the past. mtDNA markers are as described elsewhere
(Tumonggor et al. 2013). Autosomal (n¼ 664,475), X chro-
mosome (n¼ 16,034), and Y chromosome (n¼ 266) SNPs
were screened in 24 individuals using the Illumina
HumanOmniExpress-24 BeadChip (GeneByGene, Houston,
TX). SNP chip genotype data for Rindi are available from
the authors on request.

Computer Simulations

Simulations were run with SMARTPOP v.2.0 (Guillot and Cox
2014), a free open-source C++ forward-in-time simulator,
which was purpose-built to model the effects of marriage
rules on human communities. Twenty demes of equal size
(150 individuals in the regression, varying population sizes in
the ABC study) were modeled, thus approximating the
number of clans in the APA system recorded for Rindi
(Forth 1981). Genetic data were simulated across four geno-
mic regions: 200 unlinked loci on the autosomes (n¼ 200;
32 bp), 10 unlinked loci on the X chromosome (n¼ 10;
1,000 bp), a fully linked locus on the Y chromosome (n¼ 1;
10,000 bp), and a fully linked mtDNA locus (n¼ 1; 544 bp).
This data structure was selected to mimic key features of the
real data set as closely as possible, while still meeting nontrivial
constraints imposed by runtime speed in the obligatory for-
ward-in-time simulation setting. Slightly more individuals
were sampled for mtDNA (n¼ 28) than nuclear loci
(n¼ 24) to match the observed data.

Demes evolved through phases of migration, mating, and
mutation at each generation. Due to considerable uncertainty
surrounding human mutation rates (Scally and Durbin 2012)
and relative insensitivity to exact values in this component
of the analysis, average mutation rates were employed
for the autosomes (2:5� 10�7 mutations/site/generation),
X chromosome (2:5� 10�7 mutations/site/generation), Y
chromosome (2:5� 10�7 mutations/site/generation), and
mtDNA (4:0� 10�6 mutations/site/generation) (Soares
et al. 2009; Lynch 2010) using a generation interval of 25
years (Fenner 2005). To simplify the computation, genera-
tions did not overlap, thus not allowing us to model inter-
generational marriages. Migration and mating were
implemented according to the marriage rules of the given
model (see details below). For each simulation, the system
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was allowed to reach equilibrium within a single large ran-
domly mating population, before dispersal of structured
demes that followed a particular set of marriage rules for
1,000 generations. Simulated data were strongly robust to
these initialization parameters (see also Guillot and Cox 2014).

Model System

Although APA has been described by anthropologists in dif-
ferent ways (Needham and Elkin 1973), two integral compo-
nents are 1) cousin mate prescription and 2) structured
migration. Migration was implemented as a wife-giver/wife-
taker system, in which a deme always takes wives from the
same set of source populations and gives wives to a different
set of sink populations (fig. 1). Each deme was permitted up
to three wife-giver and three wife-taker clans, although for any
given family, the mother’s brother’s deme is always the wife-
giver clan. Mate choice is the prescription for a male to marry
his MBD.

APA can be envisaged as a two-parameter system: �MBD,
the probability that the MBD rule is followed, and �mig, the
probability that a women migrates according to the wife-
giver/wife-taker scheme. In its most stringent form
(�MBD ¼ 1; �mig ¼ 1), women always move to their pre-
scribed partner clan and marry their paternal cousin (if one
exists). The opposite situation (�MBD ¼ 0; �mig ¼ 0) repre-
sents random patrilocal migration and random mating.
Because a suitable cousin may not always be available to
marry (e.g., in a family with no children of the required sex),
we track the effective (i.e., actual) rate of MBD marriage in
addition to �MBD. As Rindi practices polygyny (Lansing et al.
2011), as do most other APA communities, simulations allow
up to three wives per male.

For comparison, we also simulate SPA, where any two
demes exchange wives at each generation (i.e., each clan
acts simultaneously as wife-giver and wife-taker). This
model is simulated as for APA, with changes only to the
migration scheme.

Summary Statistics

As almost all traditional summary statistics ultimately reflect
aspects of the folded site frequency spectrum (Achaz 2009),
we use the site frequency spectrum itself as a summary sta-
tistic. For historical reasons, we also report several commonly
used summaries, such as the site homozygosity H (Nei 1978),
Watterson’s nucleotide diversity �W, Tajima’s mean pairwise
diversity ��, and the observed number of singleton polymor-
phisms �1. Summaries were calculated separately for the au-
tosomes, X chromosome, Y chromosome and mtDNA, as
mating systems are expected to affect each of these genetic
regions in different ways. The known ascertainment bias of
existing SNP chips (an inherent feature of their design; Clark
et al. 2005) overrepresents polymorphic sites and underrep-
resents invariant sites. This bias was addressed by developing
unbiased summaries that capture the relative frequencies of
polymorphic sites on the autosomes and X chromosome (see
supplementary material, Supplementary Material online, for
details).

Summary statistics from the simulated data were com-
pared with published observations of unbiased autosomal
and X chromosome sequence data to confirm comparability
in summary values (Hammer et al. 2008). Length normalized

values of the mean pairwise divergence b�� for southern Han

Chinese (b�A
� ¼ 8:0� 10�4; b�X

� ¼ 5:8� 10�4) and Melane-

sian populations (b�A
� ¼ 7:8� 10�4; b�X

� ¼ 6:6� 10�4) are

broadly consistent with simulated values (b�A
� ¼ 1:8� 10�4;

b�X
� ¼ 1:0� 10�4). We note that the effective population

sizes of southern Han Chinese and Melanesians (the geo-
graphically and historically closest populations to Rindi for
which unbiased autosomal and X chromosome sequence
data are available) are likely to be considerably greater than
for the small communities that our simulations are intended
to mimic. We suggest that the reduced levels of genetic di-
versity seen in the simulations can be attributed to this lower
population size.

General Additive Model Regression

The effects of �MBD and �mig on �� and H were modeled for
the autosomes, X chromosome, Y chromosome, and mtDNA
using a general additive model (GAM), which accommodates
local and global nonlinear effects (Hastie and Tibshirani 1990).
Regressions were fitted to simulated values using the formula
��~�MBD þ sð�migÞ, where sð�migÞ is a smoothing spline
function for the migration parameter. GAM regressions
were calculated using the R package MGCV (Wood 2011).

Approximate Bayesian Computation

The fit between genomic data from Rindi and simulations
was determined using ABC (Beaumont et al. 2010; Sunnåker
et al. 2013). This likelihood-free statistical inference method
estimates model parameters by comparing outcomes from
simulations with real data. Three parameters were inferred:
The population size N, �MBD, and �mig. All priors were
drawn from continuous uniform distributions with
�MBD 2 ½0; 1�; �mig 2 ½0; 1�, and N 2 ½5; 000; 12; 000�.
From 1� 105 simulations, 0.1% were accepted using a rejec-
tion algorithm (Beaumont et al. 2002). ABC was performed
using the R packages abc and abctools (Csillery et al. 2012;
Nunes and Prangle 2015).

Different sets of summary statistics were explored and the
optimal set selected that returned the lowest prediction error
(a measure of distance between estimated and true values for
each parameter) (Csillery et al. 2012). The Y chromosome
data were discarded due to the limited number of SNPs
screened by the HumanOmniExpress chip (n¼ 266) and in-
sensitivity of the Y chromosome to �MBD and �mig observed
in initial simulations. Cross-validation was used to confirm
the accuracy of the inference method.

Finally, to determine the potential role of larger data sets
available in the future, the power of the ABC framework was
determined for simulated full sequence data without the as-
certainment bias inherent with SNP chips. ABC was per-
formed using the same parameters as described above and
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cross-validated over 1,000 simulations to generate prediction
errors for N, �MBD, and �mig.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material is available at Molecular Biology and
Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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